
Start a conversation Rosé
Damn it's tasty! Repours come with ease. Pale copper in appearance, white stone fruit,

mandarin peel, crushed herb and vanilla cream all add harmonious appeal. Dry, a
crunchy finish rides on the back of a moreish textural presence that just lures you in and

grips your soul - a bit like looking into the eyes of that friend who just needs some
comfort. Spend some time here and the bottle is drained in no time. Delicious and then

some! Drink now.
93/100

- QWine Reviews
December 2019

Start a conversation wines
Good Wine/Cause of the Year award 2019/2020 goes to Befrank. for their cranking

Start a Conversation wines and clothing. A Barossa Grenache rose and a Yarra Pinot
Noir from top gun winemakers plus the best ever folks behind the scenes. People I

love. Wines I love. 
Make a difference. Our community can.

- Tony Love
December 2019

www.befrankmerch.com.au

Start a conversation wines

Start a conversation Pinot Noir
I'm a big supporter of wineries and wines that not only give folks a little bit of vinous joy but also do
a little bit of good in the process. I've often had conversations with friends and pondered to myself

that the drinks industry could do more to address the negative aspects of the products on the
shelves. More than happy to espouse the greener aspects and sustainability touchstones, we
perhaps squirm in our seats a little when the conversation turns to darker topics and social

responsibility.
 

The 2019 Start a conversation Nu Pinot Noir hails from the Yarra Valley and is made by Salo &
Arfion winemaker and fellow Kiwi, Dave Mackintosh, more commonly known as Dave Bro. A

proportion of the profits from the wine will be donated to the Macleod Domestic Violence Refuge
which has operated on the Gold Coast since 1992. The wine is lovely, at the lighter end of the

medium-bodied and full of ripe spicy cherry, raspberry coulis and amaro herbs with a bright,
airy finish. And the cause and project are fantastic. Other wines and a range of merch are available

at the website too.
- Dave Brookes

The Adelaide Review
December 2019


